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SEDIA A ROTELLE
WHEELCHAIR

Manuale utente - User manual 

Gima S.p.A.
Via Marconi, 1
20060 Gessate (MI) Italy 
Made in China
(P.R.C.)

ATTENZIONE: Gli operatori devono leggere e capire completamente questo manuale 
prima di utilizzare il prodotto.
ATTENTION: The operators must carefully read and completely understand the present 
manual before using the product.
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Warning
1. The wheelchair cannot be transported by any kind of vehicle while the user is sitting

in it.
2. Practice to use the wheelchair with companion before use.
3. Practicing to use the wheelchair with the help of accompanying person before using

it for the first time.
4. Do not lean backwards in the wheelchair without sway bars.
5. Do not tilt the wheelchair to the right side or left side or lift the wheelchair while

using it.
6. Do not brake the wheelchair while handrail.
7. Do not stand on the plate, which will turn the wheelchair over.
8. Do not modify the wheelchair without our technician’s permission. The warranty

is not valid in the case of unauthorized modification.
9. Do not use the wheelchair on the escalator.

Main Technical Data
1. Landing of Wheels: all the wheels except the lifting wheels should be land smoothly.
2. Steady Stability: longitudinal (forward, backward) ≥10°, lateral ≥15°
3. Slope Performance: ≥8°
4. Sliding Offset: ≤350mm
5. Minimum Turn Radius: ≤0.85m
6. Minimum Turn Width: ≤1.5m
7. Product Standard Number: GB/T13800-2009Manual Wheelchair
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Main Component of Wheelchair (Picture 1)

1. Handgrip
2. Back cushion
3. Rear wheel
4. Brake
5. Front wheel
6. Armrest
7. Seat cushion
8. Footplate

Picture 1

Product Usage
Transportation tool for the disabled, the sick, the old and the weak.

How to use
UNFOLD
1. Hold the handgrips with two hands and pull them apart.
2. Wheelchair with soft cushion: press the seat tubes to the appropriate position

(picture 2) to make the cushion smooth. The wheelchair will be unfolded.
3. Wheelchair with hard cushion: push the middle part of the hard seat to the

appropriate position (picture 3) to make the seat smooth. The wheelchair will be
unfolded.

Note: Do not pull the handgrips too hard while unfolding in case of damaging the parts; 
Do not hold the seat tube with fingers while pushing down the cushion in case of 
pinching your fingers.

Picture  2 Picture 3
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FOLD
1. Turn upwards the right foot plate and the left foot plate.
2. Wheelchair with soft cushion: pull up the middle part of the cushion to fold.

(Picture 4).
3. Wheelchair with hard seat: pull up the middle part of the seat to fold.
4. Wheelchair with foldable back: Push down the levers with thumbs to make the upper

parts of the back pad. Then pull up the middle part of the cushion to fold. (Picture 6)

Picture 4 Picture 5

Picture 6

FOOTPLATE ADJUST
Loosen the bolt or the nut with the accompanied 
tools to the appropriate position, 
and then fasten the bolt or the nut.

Picture  7
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ELEVATING FOOTREST ADJUST
Pull the foot plate upwards to lift the footrest 
to the appropriate position. Push down 
the elevating lever to lower the footrest to the 
appropriate position. Twirl the leg pad to adjust 
the height of leg pad.

Picture 8

SAFE USAGE OF CROSSING 
THE OBSTACLE
The companion needs to hold the handgrip 
tight and tread on the back and bottom 
tube to lift the front wheels to cross 
the obstacle.

Picture 9

Maintenance
1. Check the bolts of every parts of the wheelchair to see if they are loosen after being

used for a period. Tighten the loosen ones to avoid the hidden danger.
2. Add lubricating oil to the moving parts each week in case of inflexibility using.
3. Use soft dry cloth to clean the moisture and the contamination on the wheelchair

to avoid the rusting.
4. Keep the cushion and back pad dry and lean to avoid the skin infection.

Attention 
1. Do not use the wheelchair when the tyre is flat or the tyre will be damaged.

The inflation pressure must be less than 3.5kg/cm² while inflating in case of tire
burst.

2. This wheelchair is suitable for using inside or outside the room, on the lawn or on
the flat ground.  It is inappropriate to use it for a long time on the bumpy ground.
If going across an obstacle less than 12cm, the accompanied person needs to hold
the handgrip tight and step on the back part of the bottom tube to lift the front
wheels to cross the obstacle. Forcibly cross the obstacle will damage the wheelchair.

3. The brakes are used to stabilize the wheelchair while people sitting on wheelchair,
getting off the wheelchair or stopping the wheelchair on the uneven road. Do not
brake the wheelchair while the wheelchair is moving. The wheelchair might turn over
if braking the wheelchair when it is moving on the downhill path.
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